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Effets de la forme des pastilles d'UO, sur les contraintes induites

dans les gaines souples en Zircaloy

- Avancement des travaux en mai 1976

par

T.J. Carter

Résumé

Ce rapport, basé sur une communication présentée â la réunion annuelle
de 1'American Ceramic Society ayant eu lieu à Cincinatti du 3 au 5 mai
1976, présente l'état d'avancement à cette date de nos travaux concernant
les effets de la forme des pastilles d'UÛ2 sur les contraintes induites
dans les gaines en Zircaloy des éléments combustibles CANDU*. Les
aspects spécifiques passés en revue sont les effets de la forme des
pastilles sur les contraintes diamétrales, axiales et latérales
circonférenticlles. Les mécanismes possibles des contraintes latérales
circonférentielles sont considérés à la lumière d'observations
expérimentales.

Les essais visant à optimiser une forme de pastilles pour faibles
contraintes dans les gaines souples,ayant été proposés ou réalisés
sous irradiation après mai 1976, font l'objet de commentaires.

CANDU: Canada Deuterium Uranium
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by
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SUMMARY

This paper is based on a presentation made to the
American Ceramic Society Annual Meeting in Cinclnatti,
3 to 5 May, 1976, and presents the status, at that
date, of our work on the effects of UO2 pellet shape
on strains induced in Zircaloy sheaths of CANDU* fuel
elements. Specific aspects discussed are the effects
of pellet shape on diametral, axial, and circumfer-
ential ridge strains. Possible mechanisms of
circumferential ridging are considered in the light
of experimental observations.

Tests to optimize a pellet shape for low strains in
collapsible sheathing, which were proposed or
irradiated after May 1976, are discussed.
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THE EFFECTS OF UO2 PELLET SHAPE ON STRAINS INDUCED
IN COLLAPSIBLE ZIRCALOY CLADDING

1. INTRODUCTION
*

The CANDL reactor system uses 500 mm long bundles assembled from rods
consisting of thin Zircaloy tubes (cladding) containing high density
sintered UO2 fuel pellets and sealed at each end with resistance welded
Zircaloy end plugs. For the 28-rod bundle, rod outside diameter is about
15.2 mm with a clad wall thickness of 0.42 nan which is collapsible at the
9 to 10 MPa pressure of the heavy water coolant (see Figure 1).

A typical UO2 pellet (Figure 2) is a cylinder about 1.4 times as long
as it is wide, i.e., Z/d = 1.4, and with dishes of about 1 volume % at
each end to decrease overall fuel expansion by allowing voidage to
accommodate expansion of the hot central UO2. It should be noted that the
pellet shoulder - or landwidth - is only about 0.3 to 0.6 mm wide to decrease
rod axial elongation.

Pellet/clad interaction occurs from the start of irradiation in CANDU fuel
since the cladding is supported by the high density UO2. Depending upon
operating power, design clearances, etc., pellet/clad interaction may give
rise to changes in rod length and diameter and the formation of "bamboo"
ridges or circumferential ridges at pellet interface positions. On rods
with very pronounced circumferential ridges, smaller "secondary" ridges
often form at pellet midlength positions. Strains are calculated from these
dimensional changes, which are routinely measured using transducer equipment
during post-irradiation examinations of fuel (see Figure 3). Fuel design
and power history affects the distribution of strains in a fuel rod among
diametral strain at the pellet midlengths and interfaces and axial elongation,
e.g., the design and operating power which maximises rod elongation will
generally result in lower rod diametral strains. Conversely, the typical
pellet shape designed to reduce axial elongation using end-dishing with a
very narrow shoulder tends to produce diametral clad strains at the pellet
interface positions. These circumferential ridges have been identified as
the locations of clad cracking from power ramping1'2 and much effort is now
being directed to their elimination by changes in pellet design.

2. THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL RIDGING MECHANISM

Various theories or models have been advanced to explain the formation of
circumferential ridges in fuel cladding. These appear to fall into three
main groups:

2.1 End-Face Loading Effects

Fenech and Guéron3showed by outpile loading tests on metal pellets that
axial compression will cause radial strain at the pellet interfaces as

* Canada Deuterium Uranium
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for in-pile circumferential ridges. A curved edge chamfer on the end-faces
of pellets was shown to reduce circumferential ridges.

Blair and Veeder1* made a mathematical analysis of end-face loading of dished
pellets treated as an isotropic elastic continuum. Pellet interface ridging
was predicted from the analysis, and the effects of changes in pellet H/d
and landwidth were in qualitative agreement with experimental observation.
However, the size of circumferential ridges predicted was a factor of fifty
less than experimental observation using current values of elastic modulus
for UO2.

2.2 Thermo-elastic Stresses from Radial Parabolic Temperature Gradients
(hourglassing)

Veeder5 mathematically modelled the free thermal expansion of cylinders
having radially parabolic temperature gradients and various different i/d
ratios. The work indicated circumferential ridges of magnitude similar to
experimental observation, but was unable to accommodate differences in
end-face geometry.

Valentin and Carey6 used cylindrical stress functions to model the heat
generating cylinder. Variations in £/d were examined, 'but end-face geometry
was not discussed.

Finite difference methods were used by Matthews for the heat generating
cylinder solution7. A maximum circumferential ridging displacement was
found to occur for S,/d = 1.5. Again, end-face geometry was not discussed.

2.3 Thermal Distortion of Radially Cracked Pellet Segments

Gittus8 has described a cracked pellet model consisting of a cylinder radially
cracked along its axis into pie-section segments. Thermal bowing of the
segments resulting from the radial temperature gradient causes a "wheatsheaf"
shape which in turn results in circumferential ridging of the clad. The
"wheatsheafing" effect does not appear to depend on end-face geometry.

2.4 Compatibility of Model Predictions with Experimental Observation

Although circumferential ridges are an irradiation effect on fuel rods, small
circumferential ridges can be produced by outpile loading of metal3 or UO2
pellets9, or by autoclaving fuel rods. This demonstrates that neither a
radial temperature gradient nor pellet cracking is an essential prerequisite
for circumferential ridges. Also, the in-pile formation of circumferential
ridges has been shown to be sensitive to both the Z/d of the pellets and the
pellet end-face geometry, e.g., dished, flat ended, wide landwidth, chamfered,
etc. Thus we- conclude that none of the available models is adequate since a
truly acceptable model should be able to accommodate all of these variables.
The ability of the three classes of circumferential ridge model to accommodate
the phenomenology is summarized in Table 1. The end-loading model of ridge
formation is in best qualitative agreement with observations but requires a
much reduced elastic or flow modulus for quantitative agreement. However,
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none of the models i s able to adequately predic t the s t r a i n effects from
small changes in pe l l e t end-contour. Thus, experimental i r r ad i a t i on
remains the only r e l i a b l e way to determine the effects of p e l l e t shape
changes.

3. IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE AT CHALK RIVER

Various short- term i r r ad i a t i ons in the water cooled loops of NRX reactor
a t Chalk River in the 1960 's examined the dimensional behaviour of U02
p e l l e t s . These observations led to the descr ipt ion of the two-zone p e l l e t
model10. I t was also observed that increasing shoulderwidth in dished
p e l l e t s increased ax ia l elongation and decreased diametral expansion
(Figure 4 ) .

A more recent pressurised water i r r a d i a t i o n 1 1 in an NRX reactor loop compared
a wide var ie ty of p e l l e t shapes (Figure 5 ) . Rods were given one or two short
(10 to 20 hours a t power) i r r ad i a t ions at 40 to 50 kW/m. Some p e l l e t shapes
proved useless in decreasing circumferential r idging while others dramatically
reduced circumferential r idging but caused increased ax ia l s t r a i n . The
diameter t race produced by the standard s ing l e dished pe l le t ( 'A' in Figure 5)
i s shown in Figure 6. Ridging i s pronounced at p e l l e t in te r face pos i t i ons .
Putting a long chamfer on the dished end of the p e l l e t produced even more
severe r idging with a p rof i l e that followed the contour of the p e l l e t s
(Figure 7) . Putting che long chamfer on both ends of the pe l l e t produced
lower circumferential ridges than the standard p e l l e t but tended to form
d i s t i n c t double ridges (Figure 8 ) . Some of the lowest ridge s t r a i n s - but
highest ax ia l s t r a i n s - were produced by the following three types;

i ) The flat-ended pe l l e t (Figure 9 ) .

i i ) The flat-ended hollow pe l l e t (Figure 10).

i i i ) The dished p e l l e t with wide shoulderwidth (Figure 11),

If our t r a d i t i o n a l emphasis on low ax ia l expansion can be modified, the
l a t t e r three types may prove useful . However, i f we must a t t a i n the
lowest axial expansion then the short dished pe l l e t (£/d = 0.5) i s a good
compromise. This p e l l e t produced less than one-half of the ridge height
of the standard pe l l e t with low axia l expansion and only s l i g h t l y increased
diametral expansion (Figure 12). Halden reac tor experiments with fuel
p e l l e t s in free-standing clad have likewise shown benef ic ia l effects of
decreasing pe l l e t Z/d in reducing circumferential r idge s t r a i n s 1 2 .

A follow-up i r r ad i a t i on of s ix rods 1 3 in one of the NRU reactor pressurized
water loops examined fuel with p e l l e t s of H/d 0.5 or 1.5. For each group
of Ji/d we had three further va r i ab l e s , wide and narrow pe l l e t shoulderwidth
and end-face edge chamfers. (The edge chamfer i s shown in Figure 13.)
After i r r a d i a t i o n a t about 40 kW/m* for a burnup of 20 to 30 MW.h/kg U,
the following cha rac t e r i s t i c s were determined for these rods;

* A combination of s l i gh t l y lower power and increased fuel/sheath design clearances
in the NRU t e s t compared to the NRX t e s t , led to lower ridges for the same
pe l l e t type in the NRU t e s t . Thus the ridges on the diameter t race of Figure 6
are larger than those shown in Figure 14 for the standard p e l l e t .
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P.idge Height

As illustrated by Figure 1A, increasing shoulderwidth was the most effective
variable in reducing circumferential ridges with reduction in SL/d the second
most effective. Decrease in t/d of wide shoulder pellets gave little extra
benefit. The small edge chamfer was effective in reducing ridges on the
long pellet but was not so effective with an l/d of 0.5.

Axial Strain

Figure 15 shows the axial strains for these elements. The wide shouldered
pellets resulted in greatest axial strain, with the chamfered pellets next.
Reduction in i/d caused a small reduction in axial strain for all three
variants.

Because of the low power irradiation some diametral sheath contraction into
the design clearances occurred for most of these rods.

Pellet chips in fuel rods from handling or irradiation are an undesirable
source of localized sheath strains. Outpile drop tests at Chalk River have
indicated that a small edge chamfer on U02 pellets reduces the incidence of
pellet chipping. However, post-irradiation neutron radiography of the NRU
experimental rods containing shaped pellets did not show any reduction in the
incidence of chipped pellets from rods having pellets with end-chamfers. The
neutron radiographs did, however, indicate that reduced %/d may be effective
in reducing the incidence of chipped pellets (Figure 16).

4. FUTURE WORK

Future work at CRNL will involve the re-irradiation of the six NRU rods
containing shaped pellets at 60 to 70 kW/m to examine the strain increments
resulting from a power boost to more realistic power outputs.* We are also
irradiating rods containing pellets with a wide range of length, dish volume,
and shoulderwidth to optimize pellet shape for low sheath strain. A further
area of interest is in the irradiation of pellets with various degrees of
out-of-squareness of their ends. This work is aimed at specifying the
optimum shape and necessary tolerances on pellets to reduce cladding oper-
ational stresses and so minimize the potential for stress corrosion cracking.
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TABLE 1

Agreement of the Three Principle Models with Experimental
Observations on Circumferential Ridging

.Observation

Model

Formation of Formation of
Ridges by Ridges on
Axial Loading Elements
(out-pile During Auto-
tests) claving

Decrease in Decrease in
Ridge Height Ridge Height
with with
Decrease in Increased
£/d Shoulder

Width

Formation of
Secondary
Ridges

Lack of
Ridges on
Flat Ended
Pellets

Ridge Height
Prediction
Agrees with
Measurement

Shoulder loading
and deformation

YES YES YES YES YES YES NO

Thermo-elastic
"hourglassing"
from parabolic
temperature
profile

YES NO YES NO YES
(standard
pellet)

Thermo-elastic
cracking and
"wheatsheafing"
effect from
parabolic
temperature
profile

NO NO YES NO* NO* NO* YES*

YES « observation is predicted by the model

NO = observation is not predicted by the model

* » deduced from limited available description of the model
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ZIRCALOY STRUCTURAL END PLATE
ZIRCALOY END CAP
ZIRCALOY BEARING PADS
URANIUM DIOXIDE PELLETS
ZIRCALOY FUEL SHEATH

6 ZIRCALOY SPACERS
7 GRAPHITE COATSNG

FIGURE 1

Fuel Bundle for Pickering Reactor, Assembled from Seven Basic Components
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FIGURE 2 Dished Pellet

FIGURE 3 Fuel Rod Before and After Startup
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FIGURE 4

Influence of Pellet Dish Profile on Longitudinal
and Diametral Expansion (from Reference 10)
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FIGURE 5

Some Pellet Shapes Irradiated in NRX
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FIGURE 6 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing the Standard
Dished Pellet
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FIGURE 7 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Pellet with One
End Chamfered
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FIGURE 8 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Pellets with
Chamfers at Both Ends
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FIGURE 9 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Flat Ended Pellets.
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FIGURE 10 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Flat Ended
Hollow Pellets
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FIGURE 11 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Dished Pellets with
Wide Shoulderwidth
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FIGURE 12 Diameter Trace from a Rod Containing Dished Pe l l e t s
with l/d = 0 . 5

(chamfer 0.127 to 0.25 mm)

FIGURE 13 Pel le t Edge Chamfer (Dished and Flat End)
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The Effect of Pellet l/d Upon
Circumferential Ridge Height
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The Effect of Pellet Z/d
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